
Oil

Oil prices rose about 3 per cent on Tuesday supported by China’s plan to introduce policies to stabilize a slowing economy. The Brent 
front month rose 1,65 USD/bbl, or 2,8 per cent, to settle at 60,64 USD/bbl. Oil prices are steady this morning as signs of a global eco-
nomic slowdown were countered by OPEC-led supply cuts which helped support Brent crude futures above 60 USD/bbl. But prices are 
prevented from rising as signs of a global economic slowdown mounted, so we expect sideway prices today. 

Gas

During yesterday’s trading prices ticked higher in the European gas markets to pare or outpass losses that occurred on Monday. Gains along the short 
end of the forward curve were attributed to cold weather forecasts lifting demand expectations. Temperatures in Germany are currently expected to drop 
to as low as 4 degrees below the seasonal norm next week and are likely to stay in that range until then end of the month. Muted wind power during the 
coming days also helped the move. Longer termed contracts found some support in gains from the competing coal market as well as oil prices moving 
higher. For today we expect prompt prices to garner further support from colder conditions, while term contracts might turn our more neutral.

Coal

As for related markets the European coal market saw a reversal of direction yesterday as well to overcome losses from the previous 
session. Trading liquidity in the physical market is still seen as rather muted with high port stocks, still relatively low gas and high 
emissions prices limiting demand in Europe. Still colder weather conditions lend some support, as did gains in the oil and gas markets. 
The API2 Cal-20 contract ended the day with gains of 1,45 USD/t at 83,15 USD/t. Initially softer power prices this morning might set the 
tone for today.

Carbon

A relatively narrow trading range could be observed on the emissions market yesterday. The Dec ‘19 contract intially ticked up to hit a day high 
of 22,92 EUR/t, but softened to 22,40 EUR/t in the second part of the session. Market participants were cautious about the upcoming Brexit 
vote and potential implications for the EU ETS, so clear direction was pushed throughout the day. The benchmark contract managed to settle 
up 0,07 EUR/t on the day at 22,62 EUR/t. It appears that the Brexit vote outcome has little impact so far even though uncertainty about Great 
Britains position in the EU ETS remains unclear. We could see muted variations like yesterday ahead of the no-confidence vote set for tonight.

Hydro

Weather forecasts this morning seem somewhat bullish. The expectations for temperatures maintian their position, values are expected 
to deviate by more than 2 degrees from seasonal normal for the next 15 day period. For the same time frame the overall precipitation 
level is expected more than 5 TWh below the normal level for this time of the year, keeping the hydro balance fairly unchanged from 
yesterday at a rather high deficit.

Germany

The German power market started with gains into the day after plenty of downside on Monday. Plenty off support was received on the short end 
of the price curve from cold weather forecasts combined with muted wind output, so the front week gained nearly 3%. Further out gains were 
booked iniitally taking a cue from rising fuels and emissions. With emissions softening later on, power prices also reversed. The Cal-20 contract 
saw its last trade on the EEX at 47,85 EUR/MWh after hitting 48,30 EUR/MWh earlier and gained 0,05 EUR/MWh only on the day. As for yesterday 
it seems the short end keeps being supported, while longer dated contracts could turn out neutral, mainly depending on CO2’s direction. 

Equities

Yesterday British Prime Minister May took a defeat in Brexit vote but this has not affected the markets. It seems that equity indices 
are in a small uptrend and reasoning for that might be that sentiment is not that bad as it looks like and China has plans for boosting 
spending through tax cuts. We assume that uncertainties are still high and we expect small movements today. Expected direction is 
slight increase in global equities.

Conclusion

Despite continuous cold and dry weather forecasts, a rising coal market as well as slight gains for emissions, the power market closed 
with a smaller price decrease yesterday. The Q2-19 contract closed at 47,53 EUR/MWh, which is down 0,07 EUR/MWh compared 
to Mondays closing prices. The YR-20 contract finished the day down 0,10 EUR/MWh at 38,00 EUR/MWh. Despite weather forecast 
maintaining their cold and dry trajectory supporting potential gains, the Nordic power market started this morning on a small down side. 
Particpants seemingly take a cautious approach to the market.
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Spot DK1 DK2 SE3 SE4 HEL OSL SYS Forwards DK1 DK2 STO MAL HEL OSL SYS SRMC Coal Gas Oil

14-jan 32,61 34,86 43,90 43,90 48,31 49,76 48,48 February 54,27 57,35 59,55 61,05 61,83 58,05 57,80 February 49,64 54,27 68,63

15-jan 50,13 50,34 50,34 50,34 53,46 52,09 51,85 Q2-19 48,34 49,93 48,93 50,78 51,63 47,48 47,53 Q2-19 49,63 48,77 73,46

16-jan 51,67 52,15 52,15 52,15 55,58 52,56 52,39 2019 42,60 44,23 40,05 41,40 42,45 37,95 38,00 2020 49,20 49,60 73,46


